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1.1

Des ription

This tool is designed to identify hot pixels so that events on these pixels an be agged and ex luded from
Level 2 ACIS event data les. Pixels known to be bad or that are outside the valid event dete tion region are
ex luded from the sear h. The algorithm used to identify potential hot pixels also identi es pixels a e ted by
osmi -ray afterglows and pixels at the orners of the dither pattern for bright (i.e. piled) sour es. However,
it is possible to distinguish between hot pixels, afterglows and real sour e events. This spe i ation des ribes
how to distinguish between these three ases. Pixels identi ed as bad are added to the bad-pixel le and the
events on these pixels have a STATUS bit set to one. Events asso iated with afterglows have an afterglow
STATUS bit set to one and the pixel is not added to the bad-pixel le. Events asso iated with bright sour es
are not agged as bad and the pixels on whi h these events o ur are not added to the bad-pixel le.
The tool a is dete t hotpix is more eÆ ient at removing afterglows than a is dete t afterglow be ause
the algorithm in a is dete t afterglow does not identify afterglow events if the events are separated by one
or more exposure with no events at the lo ation of the afterglow. The tool a is dete t afterglow (but not
a is dete t hotpix) also misidenti es piled sour e events as afterglow events. For these reasons, the tool
a is dete t hotpix super edes a is dete t afterglow.
1.2

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Input

A Level 0, 1, 1.5, or 2 event data le (a is*evt0. ts, a is*evt1. ts, a is*evt1a. ts, or a is*evt2. ts)
An optional Level 0 bias map le(s) (a is*bias0. ts)
An optional Level 1 bad-pixel le (a is*bpix1. ts)
An optional Level 1 window mask le (a is*msk1. ts)
Output

1. An event data le
2. A bad-pixel le

1.4

Parameters

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

in le,s,a,\",,,\Name of input event le (h lenamei)"
out le,s,a,\",,,\Name of output event le (h lenamei)"
badpix le,s,a,\",,,\Name of input bad-pixel le (h lenamei | CALDB | none | NONE)"
outbadpix le,s,a,\",,,\Name of output bad-pixel le (h lenamei)"
mask le,s,a,\",,,\Name of input mask le (h lenamei | default | none | NONE)"
bias le,s,a,\",,,\Name of input bias map le(s) (h lenamesi | none | NONE)"
log le,s,h,\stdout",,,\Destination of output messages (stdout | STDOUT | h lenamei)"
probthresh,r,h,1.0e 3,1.0e 10,1.0e 1,\Minimum signi an e of potentially bad pixels after trials (e.g.
1 = 0:159, 2 = 0:0228, and 3 = 0:00135)"
9. biasthresh,i,h,6,3,100,\Minimum bias o set for invalid pixels in adu"
10. expnothresh,i,h,10,2,10000,\Minimum di eren e in frame numbers for hot pixels"
11. regwidth,i,h,7,3,255,\Size of referen e region for omparison (e.g. 7 pixels  7 pixels)"
12. lobber,b,h,\no",,,\Overwrite output les if they already exist?"
13. verbose,i,h,0,0,5,\Amount of messages produ ed (0=none, 5=most)"
14. mode,s,h,\ql",,,
1.5

Pro essing

1. Verify that the input parameters are valid. Verify that the spe i ed input les exist. If the parameter
lobber = \no," then verify that the output le does not exist. Verify that the values spe i ed for the
parameters probthresh, biasthresh, expnothresh, regwidth, and verbose are in the allowed ranges from
1.0e 10 to 1.0e 1, 3 to 100, 2 to 10000, 3 to 255, and 0 to 5, respe tively. If the value of regwidth is
even, then add one to regwidth and write a warning message to the log le.
2. Create the three-dimensional arrays A[i; j; k℄ (long integer) and B[i; j; k℄ (short integer) for the event
data and bias maps, respe tively. The indi es 0  i  9, 1  j  1024, and 1  k  1024 (i.e. i, j , and
k orrespond to CCD ID, CHIPX, and CHIPY, respe tively). If no bias les are spe i ed as input,
then do not reate the array B[i; j; k℄.
3. Read the values of CCD ID, CHIPX, and CHIPY for ea h event in the input event le and add one to
A[CCD ID,CHIPX,CHIPY℄.
4. If bias les are spe i ed as input, then read the bias for ea h CCD and store the bias data in the array
B.
5. If B[i; j; k℄ = 4094, 4095, or 4096, then set the values of A[i; j; k℄ and B[i; j; k℄ = 8192. These pixels
are known to be bad and are ex luded from the sear h for hot pixels and afterglows.
6. Read the input bad-pixel le (if one is spe i ed). If the parameter badpix le = \CALDB," then use
the appropriate bad-pixel ARD le. If one or more of the bad-pixel STATUS bits 0{6, 11, or 13 is set to
one for a pixel or olumn, then set the orresponding elements of A[i; j; k℄ and B[i; j; k℄ = 8191. These
pixels are known to be bad and are ex luded from the sear h for hot pixels and afterglows. However,
if the only STATUS bits set to one are 8, 9, 10, or 12, then do not set the orresponding elements of
A[i; j; k ℄ and B [i; j; k ℄ = 8191. These pixels and olumns are in luded in the sear h be ause they are
not truly bad.
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7. Read the input mask le if one is spe i ed. If the parameter mask le = \default," then use the appropriate mask des ribed in the a is build mask spe i ation (http://spa e.mit.edu/CXC/do s/do s.html#msk).
No events an be reported for the \masked out" region of a CCD. Therefore, these regions are exluded from the sear h for hot pixels and afterglows by setting the orresponding values of A[i; j; k℄
and B[i; j; k℄ = 8190.
8. Set the appropriate values of A[i; j; k℄ and B[i; j; k℄ = 8190 for CCDs that are not used. For example,
if the CCD ID for a devi e is not in luded in the keyword DETNAM in the spe i ed in le, the values
of A[i; j; k℄ and B[i; j; k℄ = 8190 for all of the pixels on the devi e.
9. Compute the total number Ntot of pixels to be sear hed. This value is the total number of pixels for
whi h A[i; j; k℄ 6= 8190, 8191, or 8192. For example, if six CCDs were used for an observation,
then Ntot  6  106.
10. Compute the adjusted bias values by subtra ting an o set from ea h olumn of ea h bias. For ea h
CHIPX of ea h CCD ID set
(1)
B [CCD ID; CHIPX;k ℄ = B [CCD ID; CHIPX;k ℄ median (B [CCD ID; CHIPX;k ℄) :
When omputing the median, ex lude the elements k whose values are equal to 8190, 8191, or
8192. Do not hange the value of B[i; j; k℄ if its value is 8190, 8191, or 8192. If all of the pixels
in a olumn have one of these three values, then do not hange the values of B[CCD ID,CHIPX,k℄ for
the olumn.
11. Identify suspi ious pixels in the bias maps. If B[i; j; k℄ > biasthresh or B[i; j; k℄ < biasthresh, then
set the values of A[i; j; k℄ and B[i; j; k℄ = 8189. Set the event data STATUS bit 4 (of 0{31) to one
for events o urring on these pixels.
12. Identify suspi ious pixels in the event data.
 Create a two-dimensional real-valued array M [i; j ℄ for the mean number of events per node. The
indi es 0  i  9 and 0  j  3 orrespond to CCD ID and NODE ID, respe tively.
 For ea h CCD ID and NODE ID, ompute the mean number of events per pixel.
1
0 1024
X
X
1
(2)
A[CCD ID; j; k ℄A ;
M [CCD ID; NODE ID℄ = 
n
j k=1

where j is in the range of 1{256, 257{512, 513{768, or 769{1024 for NODE ID = 0, 1, 2, or 3,
respe tively, and n is the total number of valid pixels on the node. Pixels for whi h A = 8189,
8190, 8191, or 8192 are ex luded from the omputation of the values of n and M .
 Compute the expe ted number of events R for ea h CCD ID, CHIPX, and CHIPY su h that
A[CCD ID; CHIPX; andCHIPY℄ 6= 8189, 8190, 8191, or 8192. The expe ted number is the
average number of events on the valid pixels surrounding the pixel in question.
1 3
20 CHIPX+w CHIPY+w
X
X
1
(3)
R = 4
A[CCD ID; j; k ℄A S 5 ;
n
j=CHIPX w k=CHIPY w

where S = A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄, w = (regwidth 1)=2 (e.g. w = 3, 4, 5, . . . if regwidth =
7, 9, 11, . . . ), and n is the number of valid pixels surrounding the suspi ious pixel. Normally,
n = 48 (i.e. 7  7 1) if regwidth = 7. (The pixel in question is not in luded in the sum.) However,
the number of pixels to in lude in the omputation of R (and n) is smaller near the edges of a
node. For example, if the pixel for whi h R is being omputed is (CHIPX,CHIPY) = (2; 3), the
valid pixels are those for whi h 2  CHIPX  5 and 2  CHIPY  6 (n = 4  5 1 = 19).
Similarly, for the pixel (CHIPX,CHIPY) = (256; 1023) at the node boundary, the valid pixels are
253  CHIPX  256 and 1020  CHIPY  1023 (n = 4  4 1 = 15). The values of R and n
also ex lude pixels for whi h A[i; j; k℄ = 8186, 8187, 8188, 8189, 8190, 8191, or 8192.
R is a real number, not an integer.
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 For ea h CCD ID, CHIPX, and CHIPY su h that A[CCD ID; CHIPX; andCHIPY℄ 6= 8189,

8190, 8191, or 8192, ompute the Poisson probability of obtaining at least A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄
events if the expe ted number of events is R.
#
" SX1 i !
S
1
R
R
+ 2 S! :
(4)
P =1 e R
i=0 i!
where R is the value from equation 3 and S = A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄. Equation 4 is only
appropriate if S > 0 and R > 0. If S = 0 and R > 0, then equation 4 is simply P = 1 0:5e R.
If S > 0 and R = 0, then use equation 4 with R repla ed by the appropriate value of M from
equation 2. If S = 0 and R = 0, then use P = 1 0:5e M . The probability P is a double-pre ision
real number.
 If P < probthresh=Ntot or P > (1 probthresh=Ntot) for the pixel CCD ID, CHIPX, CHIPY,
then set A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ and B[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ = 8188.
13. Compute the total number of suspi ious pixels Nsus . This number is the sum of all those for whi h
A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ = 8188.
14. Classify the events on the suspi ious pixels as being asso iated with hot pixels, afterglows, or bright
sour es. For ea h CCD ID, CHIPX, and CHIPY su h that A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ = 8188;
 Compute the values of R (and n) using equation 3.
 Compute the probability of obtaining R expe ted events if the mean number of expe ted events
is M [CCD ID; NODE ID℄.
!
#
" nRX1
1
(
nM )nR
(
nM )i
nM
+ 2 (nR)! :
(5)
Pexp = 1 e
i=0 i!
Although R is a real number, the value nR is an integer. If R = 0, then set Pexp = 0:5.
 Identify valid X-ray events. If Pexp < probthresh=Nsus , then the events on the pixel are most
likely events from a bright sour e at one of the orners of the dither pattern be ause some of the
pixels surrounding the suspi ious pixel also have an unusually large number of events. In this
ase, set A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ and B[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ = 8187.
 Identify real hot pixels. Compute the values of EXPNO = EXPNOi EXPNOi 1 for ea h event
i on a suspi ious pixel. For example, if there are six events on a suspi ious pixel with EXPNO = 3,
6, 7, 8, 10, and 11, then the ve values of EXPNO are 3, 1, 1, 2, and 1. The median value
of EXPNO for this set is 1. For another pixel with eight events that have EXPNO = 27,
163, 345, 746, 839, 1337, 1593, and 1714, the seven values of EXPNO are 136, 182, 401, 93,
498, 256, and 121. The median value of this set is 182. If the median value of EXPNO >
expnothresh, then the pixel is most likely a real hot pixel instead of an afterglow be ause afterglow
events have losely-spa ed exposure numbers. In this ase, set A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ and
B [CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ = 8186 and set the event data STATUS bit 4 (of 0{31) to one for
events o urring on the pixel.
 The events on the remaining suspi ious pixels (those for whi h A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ =
8188), are most likely dominated by afterglow events. However, not all of the events on these
pixels are ne essarily due to afterglows. Some of the events may be legitimate X-ray events. To
distinguish between real X-ray events and afterglow events, use the values of EXPNO. For
simpli ity, we assume that only one afterglow has o urred on any given suspi ious pixel. In this
ase, there are two possible s enarios.
The rst event is part of an afterglow.

If the value of EXPNO between the rst and se ond events is less than or equal to expnothresh,
then set STATUS bit 16 (of 0{31) to one for both events. If the value of EXPNO between the
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se ond and third events is less than expnothresh, then set STATUS bit 16 to one for the third
event. Repeat this pro ess until the value of EXPNO for event i and event i 1 is greater than
expnothresh. Set STATUS bit 16 to one for event i 1, but not for event i. Stop pro essing the
events for this suspi ious pixel. The remaining events (if any) are assumed to be valid.
The rst event is not part of an afterglow.

If the value of EXPNO between the rst and se ond events is greater than expnothresh, then
do not set STATUS bit 16 to one for the rst event. Continue he king the value of EXPNO
until the value is less than or equal to expnothresh for events i and i 1. Set STATUS bit 16 to
one for both events i and i 1. Continue to set the STATUS bit for events to one (as des ribed
in \The rst event is part of an afterglow" until the value of EXPNO for event i and event i 1
is greater than expnothresh. Set STATUS bit 16 to one for event i 1, but not for event i. Stop
pro essing the events for this suspi ious pixel. The remaining events (if any) are assumed to be
valid.
15. Write the output event data to the le spe i ed by out le. The only di eren e between the input
and output event data les (aside from minor hanges to the header) is the ontents of the olumn
STATUS. Events asso iated with hot pixels or pixels that have bad bias values have STATUS bit 4 set
to one. Events asso iated with afterglows have STATUS bit 16 set to one.
16. Write the output bad-pixel le (if one is spe i ed). The new bad-pixel le should in lude all of the
information in the input bad-pixel le as well as all the pixels for whi h A[CCD ID; CHIPX; CHIPY℄ =
8189 or 8186. STATUS bit 7 (of 0{15) is set to one for the newly identi ed bad pixels.
1.6

Spe ial Array Values

The pro essing des ribed in se tion 1.5 in ludes several spe ial values for the arrays A and B. These spe ial
values are summarized in the following table.
Value Condition
8192 The bias value is 4094, 4095, or 4096 for the pixel.
or more of the bad-pixel STATUS bits 0{6, 11, and 13 is set to one for the
8191 One
pixel.
8190 The pixel is \masked out" or is on a CCD that was not used for the observation.
pixel is suspi ious be ause the adjusted bias value for the pixel is not within
8189 The
the spe i ed limits.
8188 The pixel is suspi ious be ause the number of events on it is unusually high or low.
8187 The events on the suspi ious pixel are most likely asso iated with a bright sour e.
8186 The pixel is most likely a hot pixel.
1.7
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